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In his paper [5], E. Schenkman pointed out the similarity between
the properties of the set of normal subgroups of a group with the
maximal condition for normal subgroups and the properties of ideals of a
commutative Noetherian ring. This was based on making the analogy in
the following way : the sum of ideals corresponds to the product of normal
subgroups the product of ideals corresponds to the commutator of normal
subgroups and the residual quotient of ideals has an analogue introduced
there. The concepts of prime ideals, irreducible ideals, and radical of
an ideal have analogues for normal subgroups.
From such a point of view, we can consider naturally a decomposi-
tion of normal subgroups of a group on the analogy of the primary
decomposition of ideals in a commutative Noetherian ring. Let us con-
sider, for example, the direct product of the symmetric group @5 of
degree 5 with itself. Then it can be easily seen that the lattice of its
normal subgroups is as follows:
St
s
x@
s
Sΐ 5 xl \^^ lxSΓ 5
1x1
In this group the normal subgroup Sί5xl can be written, in two ways,
as intersections of primary subgroups:
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This suggests problems to us that, for any normal subgroup A in an
arbitrary group G with a certain finiteness condition for normal sub-
groups, whether A can be written as an intersection of primary sub-
groups of G or not, and that if there exists such a decomposition, then
whether this decomposition is determined uniquely by A as in the case
of ideals in commutative Noetherian rings or not.
It is the main purpose of this paper to present necessary and
sufficient conditions that such a decomposition exists, and to discuss the
question of the uniqueness theorem.
We shall define, in § 1, the concepts of prime subgroups and radicals
of normal subgroups in an arbitrary group along the same line as ideals
in an associative ring due to N. H. McCoy [3]. The concept of an m-
system will be introduced here as an analogue for associative rings.
The radical of a normal subgroup A, denoted by r(A), will be defined,
in this paper, as the intersection of all minimal prime subgroups belonging
to A and is somewhat different from Schenkman's one [5].
In §2, we shall define the concept of primary subgroups in an ar-
bitrary group along the same line as ideals in a commutative Noetherian
ring. This is also different from Schenkman's one [5]. For any two
normal subgroups A and B, the residual quotient of A by B will be
defined and some useful properties concerning the residual quotients will
be considered.
In §3, the concepts of tertiary radicals and tertiary subgroups in
an arbitrary group will be introduced by the analogy of R. Croisot [1],
We shall show here that every normal subgroup in a group with the
maximal condition for normal subgroups can be written always as an
intersection of a finite number of tertiary subgroups (Theorem 3.9).
We shall collect, in § 4, certain results of normal subgroups in a
group G with the maximal condition for normal subgroups. One of the
interesting results is as follows: for any normal subgroup A, there exists
a suitable integer n such that r(A)cn)^A, where r(A)™ denotes n-th
derived group of r(A) (Proposition 4. 5). We may remark from this that
the Schenkman's radical coincides with our radical, and that every primary
subgroup in our sense is always one of the primary subgroups in
Schenkman's sense.
In § 5, applying the notion of the Artin-Rees property of J. A. Riley
[4] to our case, we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions that
every normal subgroup in a group with the maximal condition for normal
subgroups can be represented as an intersection of a finite number of
primary subgroups (Theorem 5. 4). This is one of the main theorems.
In § 6, we shall prove another main theorem that if a normal sub-
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group A has a primary decomposition, then in any two normal decom-
positions of A the number of primary components is the same and the
radicals of these coincide in some order (Theorem 6.1). This is also a
generalization of a theorem due to E. Schenkman [5]. And in §7, we
shall show that a similar result holds in the tertiary decompositions
(Theorem 7.2).
Finally, in §8, we shall prove the second uniqueness theorem for
normal decompositions. Suppose that A is a decomposable subgroup,
and let A=Q1{] Q2f] ••• Π Qn be a normal decomposition. If HQJ, r(Q2),—>
r(Q
m
}} is an isolated set of A, then dΠ^Π "* ΠΦ™ depends only on
KΦι)> KΦ2)> >KΦw) and not on the particular normal decomposition con-
sidered (Theorem 8.7).
The author wishes to thank Professors K. Murata and O. Nagai for
many helpful discussions and suggestions during this work.
1. Prime subgroups and radicals
Let G be an arbitrary group and let a be an element in G. Through-
out this paper, (a) will denote the normal subgroup in G generated by
a, that is, the smallest normal subgroup which contains a. For any two
normal subgroups A and B in G, we shall define the commutator subgroup
\_A9 B~] of these normal subgroups as the subgroup generated by all
commutators of the form
[a, ft] = aba-lb~l,
where a is in A and b is in B. More generally, for any n normal sub-
groups A^ A2, ,An in G, we shall define by recurrence a complex
commutator of weight m in the components A19 A2y~-,An. The complex
commutators of weight 1 are the normal subgroups A19 A29 9An them-
selves. Suppose that the complex commutators of all weight less than
m have been defined already. Then those of weight m consist of all the
commutator subgroups [A 5], where A and B are any complex com-
mutators of weight ml and m2 in the components Aί9 A2, ,An respectively,
such that m1
J
rm2=m.
DEFINITION 1.1. A normal subgroup P in G is a prime subgroup of
G or simply P is prime in G, if whenever [(#), (ft)] C^P at least one of
a and ft belongs to P.
From this definition we have
Proposition 1.2. In order that a normal subgroup P in G is a prime
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subgroup of G, it is necessary and sufficient that if whenever [A B~]ζlP
at least one of A and B is contained in P.
More generally, applying this proposition, we can prove easily the
following by the induction on the weight of the complex commutators.
Proposition 1.3. Let A19 A29—,AΛ be any n normal subgroups in G,
and let C[A19 A2>~-,A^\ be a complex commutator of weight m in the
components A
ιy A2,~ ,An. Then any prime subgroup of G which contains
Azy- yAn] must contain at least one of the A{.
Corollary 1.4. Let A19 A2, ,An be any n normal subgroups in G.
Then any prime subgroup of G which contains the intersection A
λ
[\ A2[\ ••• f)
A
n
 must contain at least one of the A{.
Proposition 1. 5. (E. Schenkman [5]) Let A be a normal subgroup
in G and let P19 P2, ,Pn be prime subgroups none of which contains Ay
then there exists an element a in A such that no Pi contains a.
Proof. We use induction on the number n of prime subgroups. If
w = l, the assertion is trivial. Let us now assume that the proposition
is true for n — 1 prime subgroups, then for each /, 1 ^  / <S n, there exists
an element a{ in A, which is not contained in any of P19 P2, ,Pί_ι,
P
ί+ι, ~,Pn. It is clear that we need only to consider the case in which
#, GP, for all /. For a fixed prime subgroup Pk, there exist in (a^) and
(#2) two elements a( and a'2 respectively such that [a(, af2~\ is contained
in Pι[\P2[\A but not in Pk. Then there exist in ([#ί, #2]) and (#3) two
elements a'ί and a'z respectively such that \al, a'^\ is contained in
Pι[\P2{\Pι{\A but not in Pk. Continuing an exactly similar argument,
we obtain two elements al-2 and <z*_ι such that [aΐ-29 a'k-{\ is contained
in P, Π P2 Π Π P*-ι Π A but not in Pk . Therefore there exist in
([aI-2> «ί-ι]) and (Λ*+I) two elements al^ and a'k+l respectively such that
[«;_!, «ί+1] is contained in P^P^—ftP^ftP^ftA but not in Pk.
Finally, using an exactly similar argument repeatedly, we obtain two
elements a'ή-\ and a'
n
 such that bk=\a
f
ή-\<> a'^\ is contained in jP1f|P2f| ••• f)
P^ΠΛ-fiΠ •••Π^>«n^ but not in Pk. If we put a = b1b2 bn, then a is
contained in A but not contained in any of P19 P2, ,Pn. This completes
the proof.
To give another characterization of a prime subgroup P, we shall
consider the set theoretic complement C(P) of P in G. This is an m-
system in the following sense :
DEFINITION 1.6. A subset M (=f=φ) of G is an m-system, if for any
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two elements m1 and m2 in M there exist in (m^ and (m2) two elements
mi and mi respectively such that [m(, mζ\ is in M. The empty set φ
to be considered as an m-system.
This concept plays in the present paper the same role as those
defined by N. H. McCoy [3] in associative rings, and so we can translate
some of results due to McCoy into ours. First we have from the defini-
tion of prime subgroups the following:
Proposition 1. 7. A normal subgroup P in G is a prime subgroup of
G if and only if its complement C(P) is an m-system.
Moreover, in this proposition we can weaken the assumption that P
is a normal subgroup. We shall prepare a definition and several lemmas.
DEFINITION 1. 8. A prime subgroup P is called a minimal prime sub-
group belonging to a normal subgroup A, if it contains A, and if there
is no prime subgroup containing A which is strictly contained in P.
Lemma 1. 9. Let A be a normal subgroup in G, and let M be an m-
system which does not meet A. Then M is contained in an m-system M*
which is maximal in the class of m-systems which do not meet A.
This is, of course, an immediate consequence of Zorn's lemma and
is merely stated in the form of a lemma for convenience of reference.
Now let A and B be two normal subgroups in G, then AB will
denote the subgroup generated by A and B.
Lemma 1.10. Let M be an m-system in G and let A be a normal
subgroup in G which does not meet M. Then A is contained in a normal
subgroup P* in G which is maximal in the class of normal subgroups
which do not meet M. The normal subgroup P* is necessarily a prime
subgroup of G.
Proof. The existence of P* follows at once from Zorn's lemma.
We now show that P* is a prime subgroup of G. If M is empty, then
P* coincides with G and P* is a prime subgroup of G. Suppose that
M is not empty, and that, for / = 1, 2, #, ^ P*. Then the maximal prop-
erty of P* implies that P*(#, ) contains an element m, of M. Thus there
exists an element bf in (#,) such that fct ΞΞm, (modP*). Since M is an
m-system, we can choose m( in (mt ) such that \_m[, m'^\ is in M, and
hence {m(, m%] £ P* since P* does not meet M. Since each mΊ is con-
tained in (mi\ it has an expression of the form mi = f/kxkmnikx^1. Then
W = 77* ^ ϊ***"1 is in (&/) and δ ΞΞΞm (modP*). Thus b't is in (0f ) and
[b{, bζ}={m{, malφl (modP*), and hence [(O, (α2)] is not contained
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in P*. This shows that P* is a prime subgroup of G.
We now prove
Proposition 1.11. A set P of elements of G is a minimal prime
subgroup belonging to a normal subgroup A in G if and only if its com-
plement C(P) is maximal in the class of m-sy stems which do not meet A.
Proof. Let P be a set of elements of G with a property that
M=C(P) is a maximal m-system which does not meet A. If M is the
empty set, then P=G is a prime subgroup of G and the maximal property
of M implies that P is a minimal prime subgroup belonging to A.
Suppose that M is not empty. By Lemma 1.10, A is contained in a
prime subgroup P* of G which is maximal in the class of normal sub-
groups which do not meet M. P* does not equal to G and C(P*) is an
m-system which contains M and does not meet A. The maximal property
of M implies that C(P*)=M, and hence P*=P. Thus P is a prime sub-
group of G containing A. Clearly, there can exist no prime subgroup
P' of G such that .ACIp'czp, since this would imply that C(P') is an
m-system which does not meet A and properly contains M. This is
impossible because of the maximal property of M. Hence P is a minimal
prime subgroup belonging to A.
Conversely, if P is a minimal prime subgroup belonging to Ay then
M=C(P) is an m-system which does not meet A, and Lemma 1.9 shows
the existence of a maximal m-system M* which contains M and does
not meet A. By the part of the proposition just proved, C(M*)=P* is
a minimal prime subgroup belonging to A. Since M*2^> it follows
that P*CIP. Thus ^CP*CP, from which it follows that P*=P and
M=M*. This shows that M is a maximal m-system which does not
meet A, and completes the proof of the proposition.
If P is any prime subgroup of G containing a normal subgroup A
in G, then M=C(P) is an m-system which does not meet A. By Lemma
1. 9, M is contained in an m-system M* which is maximal in the class
of m-systems which do not meet A. Proposition 1.11 shows that C(M*)
is a minimal prime subgroup belonging to A. Since C(P)CIM*, it follows
that AC1C(M*)Q:P. This proves that any prime subgroup which contains
A contains a minimal prime subgroup belonging to A. As a special case
in which P=G, for any normal subgroup A in G there exists at least
one minimal prime subgroup belonging to A.
Applying this remark, we now define
DEFINITION 1.12. The radical r(A) of a normal subgroup A in G is
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the intersection of all minimal prime subgroups belonging to A. If A
is its own radical, then A will be called a radical subgroup or simply a
radical.
From the above remark, we have
Proposition 1. 13. The radical r(A) of a normal subgroup A in G is
the intersection of all prime subgroups containing A.
Let A be a normal subgroup in G. Then we shall define
A™ = A, A^ = [A A] and A™ = [A"'1', A^~}
for any positive integer n^>l. The Schenkman's radical of A, denoted
by Rad A, is the group union of all normal subgroups B in G such that
for some n, Bcn) is contained in A. It follows from Proposition 1. 3 that
Rad A is contained in r(A). However, in the later section (§ 4) we shall
show that Rad A coincides with r(A) under the assumption that G
satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups.
Proposition 1. 14. Let A and B be any two normal subgroups in G.
Then
(1) KAQA
(2) A^B implies r(A)^r(B\
(3) r(r(A)}=r(A\
(4)
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from Definition 1. 12 and Proposition 1. 13
respectively.
(3) By (1) and (2) above we have r(r(A)}^r(A\ Since any minimal
prime subgroup P belonging to A is a prime subgroup containing r(A),
we have r(r(A))ζΞ.r(A), and hence we have r(r(A))=r(A).
(4) Since [A B~\^A[\ By we have by (2) above r([Λ β])SK^Π #)£
r(A) Π r(B). Conversely, since any prime subgroup containing [A B~\
contains r(A)[\ r(B\ it follows that r([A B~}^r(r(A)[\ r(B}\ and hence by
(1) above we have r([A 5])2K^4)ΓM#)> which completes the proof.
We shall say that a normal subgroup A in G is meet-irreducible, if
whenever A=Bf}C, where B and C are normal subgroups in G, then
either A = B or A = C.
It is evident that a prime subgroup is always meet-irreducible. On
the other hand, if a normal subgroup A is meet-irreducible and is a
radical such that [5, C] is contained in A, then we have [AB, AC~]
= CΛ ^4][Λ C][5, A][S, C]CIA ABfMC contains ,4 and is abelian
mod [AB, >1C], and hence is abelian mod A. Since ^4 is a radical, it
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follows from Proposition 1.3 that AB[\AC = A, and since A is meet-
irreducible, either AB or AC is equal to A and hence either B or C is
contained in A whence it follows that A is prime in G. We may con-
clude from this remark that a normal subgroup P in G is prime if and
only if it is a radical and is meet-irreducible.
Proposition 1. 15. The radical r(A) of a normal subgroup A consists
of those elements a of G with the property that every m-system which
contains a contains an element of A.
Proof. Suppose that there exists an m-system M which contains a
but does not meet A. By Lemma 1.9, M is contained in an m-system
M* which is maximal in the class of m-systems which do not meet A.
By Proposition 1. 11, C(M*) is a minimal prime subgroup belonging to
Ay and clearly C(M*) does not contain a. Hence a can not be in the
radical r(A).
Conversely, let P be any minimal prime subgroup belonging to A.
Then C(P) is an m-system which does not meet A, and hence C(P) does
not contain a by our assumption, that is, a is contained in P. Thus a
is in r(A\ which completes the proof.
DEFINITION 1.16. The radical of G will be defined as the radical
r(E) of the unit subgroup E of G.
Proposition 1. 17. Let A be a normal subgroup in G. Then the
radical of the factor group G/A is equal to r(A)/A. In particular, if A
is a radical y the radical of the factor group G/A is the unit subgroup.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1. 13 that the radical of G/A is
the intersection f) {P/A:P is a prime subgroup of G containing yl}, and
hence is equal to the factor group ( fl {P : P is a prime subgroup of G
containing A}) /A. Thus it coincides with r(Λ)/A.
2. Primary subgroups and residual quotients
DEFINITION 2. 1. A normal subgroup Q in G is called a primary
subgroup of G if the conditions [(#), (#)]£Q and a£Q always imply that
Let us note that prime subgroups are always primary subgroups.
Slightly similar to Proposition 1.2 we have
Proposition 2. 2. A normal subgroup Q in G is a primary subgroup
of G if and only if [A 5]£Q and A^Qy then
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In the later section (§ 4), we shall prove that if G satisfies the maximal
condition for normal subgroups, then there exists a suitable integer n
such that Q2KQ)cn) Hence, if this is the case, a condition that B is
contained in r(Q) is equivalent to a condition that B™ is contained in
Q for some integer n.
As is easily seen, P is a prime subgroup of G if and only if P
is a primary subgroup and is a radical. Hence by the remark in the
preceding section, if P is a radical, then the following conditions are
equivalent :
(1) P is a prime subgroup of G,
(2) P is a primary subgroup of G,
(3) P is meet-irreducible.
There are some properties of primary subgroups that we shall need.
First, we prove
Proposition 2. 3. // Q1 and Q2 are primary subgroups of G such
that r(Q^ = r(Q^ then Q = Ql^]Q2 is also a primary subgroup of G such
that
Proof. By Proposition 1.14 (4), KβHKQiΠ&HKQOn KQ2), and
hence r(Q} = r(Q1)=-r(Q2). We now show that Q is a primary subgroup.
Assume that [_(a\ (δ)]CIQ and that b£r(Q\ then for each ί = l, 2,
[(#)> (6)]£Qί and b^r(Qi)y and hence a is in Qt . Thus a is in Q. This
completes the proof.
If a normal subgroup A in G can be expressed in the form
where each ζ), is a primary subgroup of G, we shall say that we have
a primary decomposition of A and the individual Q{ will be called the
primary components of the decomposition. Those normal subgroups which
can be written in the form above will be called decomposable subgroups.
A decomposition in which no Q, contains the intersection of the remaining
Qj is called irredundant.
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a normal subgroup in G. // A^Q^
Q2f} ~ f } Q n is an irredundant primary decomposition of A such that not
all of Qi have the same radical, then A is not a primary subgroup of G.
Proof. For each /, l<^j<n, we have [f] wΦ*> Qj]^A. Since the
decomposition is irredundant, fl **/#*!#/> and hence we have
ΓUφyQ*S^ Let us now suppose that A is a primary subgroup of G.
Then it follows from these relations that Q^r(A\ and hence
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r(r(Λ))=r(Λ)={]ir(Qi}. Thus KQ/)£KQί) for all / and y, which is
impossible because of our assumption.
Proposition 2. 5. Suppose that a normal subgroup A is a decomposable
subgroup, A = Qι[\ Q2f] ••• Π Qn is its primary decomposition, and the radical
of each primary component Qt is expressed in the form
where Pi5 are prime subgroups containing Qi for l^j^niy l<^i^n.
Then,
(1) any prime subgroup which contains A must contain at least one
of the Pijy
(2) the minimal prime subgroups belonging to A are just those prime
subgroups Pfj which do not strictly contain any other Pkr
Proof. (1) Let P be a prime subgroup of G containing A, then, by
Corollary 1.4, we can choose i so that Q,CP, and hence r(Qi)ζ^r(P}=P.
Again by Corollary 1.4 we can choose some j so that Pijζ^P This
proves the first assertion.
(2) If, in particular, P is a minimal prime subgroup belonging to
A9 then by (1) just proved we can choose some / and j so that Pi3=P.
Conversely, suppose that PfV does not strictly contain any other Pkr.
Since Pij contains A, it must contain a minimal prime subgroup P belong-
ing to Ay as we have remarked in § 1. P contains, by (1) above, at
least one of the Pkr. Hence Pi^P^Pkr and consequently, from the
choice of Pijy Pij=P = Pkr) which completes the proof.
Now we make the following definition.
DEFINITION 2. 6. Let A and B be any two normal subgroups in G.
The residual quotient of A by B, denoted by A:B, will be defined to be
the set of all elements x in G such that [(#)> -B] is contained in A.
Lemma 2. 7. The residual quotient of A by B is a normal subgroup
in G containing A.
Proof. Suppose that x and y are in A: B, then [_(xy\ B~]ζ=\_(x\y\ B~]
= [(*), β][O), #]£A This proves that xy is in A : B. Since O-1)-^)
and (cxc~l)=(x) for all c in G, we see that A : B is a normal subgroup
in G. Moreover, if a is in A, then certainly [(#), B~]ζΞ=A, which gives
us the relation A^A:B.
As is easily seen from Definition 2. 6, we have
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(1) IA:B,B-} = \_B,A:B-\^A,
(2) ( Π . ΛO ^n. CΛ β).
Now we shall give a characterization of prime subgroups and that
of primary subgroups by means of residual quotients.
Proposition 2. 8. (1) A normal subgroup P in G is a prime subgroup
of G if and only if P: A=P for all normal subgroups A in G such that
A^P.
(2) A normal subgroup Q in G is a primary subgroup of G if and
only if Q : A = Q for all normal subgroups A in G such that A
Proof. As we have remarked above, (1) is a special case of (2), and
so we shall prove only (2). Now, let us suppose that Q is a primary
subgroup of G and that A is a normal subgroup in G such that A <JKΦ)
Then from the fact that [Q:A,A\ζ^Q, we have Q : Aζ=Q, whence it
follows that Q:A=Q.
Conversely, suppose that [(#), (6)]CQ and that b£r(Q). Then (b)
is not contained in r(Q\ and hence by our assumption we have Q:(b)=Q,
which shows that a is in Q, This proves that Q is a primary subgroup
of G.
Let A and B be any two normal subgroups in G. If A^B, then
from the definition of residual quotients we see that A:B=G. From
this and Proposition 2. 8 (1), if P is a prime subgroup of G, then P : A
is G or P according as A is or is not contained in P.
Lemma 2.9. Let A (φG) be a normal subgroup in G such that
A=Pl[\P2[\ — [\Pn, where each P{ is a minimal prime subgroup belonging
to A and the decomposition is ir redundant. Then A: B=A if and only if
B is contained in no P, .
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Proposition 2. 8 (1). To prove
the necessity, suppose that A:B=A. Then P, f] P2 f] ' ' (Ί Pn = (Λ Π p* Π * * ' Π
P
n
}:B=(P1:B)j\(P2:B)^-'^](Pn:B\ and by Corollary 1.4 for each
i, lί^i^ίn, there exists some j, l^j^n, such that P3 : β£P, . Since Pj
is contained in Pj : B and since P/ is a minimal prime subgroup belonging
to Ay Pj is equal to P, and hence Pt : B=Pf for all i. Hence B is con-
tained in no Pi.
More generally from this lemma, we have
Proposition 2. 10. Suppose that A is as in Lemma 2. 9 and suppose
that* B= B{ Π B'2[\ ••• f] B'my where each Bj is a normal subgroup in G. Then
A:B=A if and only if no Bj is contained in any P, .
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3. Tertiary radicals and tertiary subgroups
We now make the following definition.
DEFINITION 3. 1. The tertiary radical of a normal subgroup A in G,
denoted by t(A\ will be defined to be the set of all elements a in G
satisfying the condition
b £ A =Φ 3c 6 (b) such that c£A and [(α), (cJ]^A .
Lemma 3. 2. The tertiary radical t(Λ) of A is a normal subgroup
in G which contains A.
Proof. Let a1 and az be any two elements in t(A). Suppose that
b £ A. Then there exists c1 in (b) such that c^A and [(flj, (cJ]^A and,
since c^A, there exists c2 in fo) such that c2£A and [(#2), (c2)]£A
Then [(*A), foflSCte), foflCte), (c2)]CA Hence βΛ is in t(A). Since
(tf-^O) and (αzc-^O) for all c in G, we see that t(A) is a normal
subgroup in G. Moreover, if b £ A, then b is in (6) but not in A and
certainly [(<z), (6)]C^ for all a in A which gives us the relation Aζ~t(A).
DEFINITION 3. 3. A normal subgroup T in G is called a tertiary sub-
group of G if the conditions [_(a\ (by]ζ^T and a£ T always imply that
b is in t(T).
From this definition, we have
Proposition 3. 4. A normal subgroup T in G is a tertiary subgroup
of G if and only if [A 5]£T and A<f,T, then B is contained in t(T\
Now we prove
Proposition 3. 5. Every meet -irreducible normal subgroup in G is a
tertiary subgroup.
Proof. Suppose that a normal subgroup A is meet-irreducible but
not a tertiary subgroup. Then there exist a and b such that [(0), (£)] C
A, a£ A and 6 £ t(A\ and hence there exists c <£ A such that
QA and c'e(<:)=
Let us now consider the normal subgroup A=A(a)[] A(c) and let x^A.
Then x=-a1a
/
 = a2c
/
 with ^, # 2 eA a' £.(ά) and c'e(c). It follows from
this that c' = a,a' for some a, 6 A Since [(£), (£/)]£[(*)» (*3)][(6), (*)]£= A
we have c' £ A, and hence # e A Whence it follows that A = A, which
contradicts the fact that A is meet-irreducible.
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By means of usual methods, we can show that every normal sub-
group in a group with the maximal condition for normal subgroups can
be expressed as an intersection of a finite number of meet-irreducible
normal subgroups. Hence, by Proposition 3. 5, we have
Proposition 3. 6. // G satisfies the maximal condition for normal
subgroups, then every normal subgroup in G can be represented as an
intersection of a finite number of tertiary subgroups of G.
Proposition 3.7. Let Λ= Tjf] T2(] ••• f| Tn be an irredundant decom-
position of a normal subgroup A, where each T
έ
 is a tertiary subgroup of
G. Then the tertiary radical t(A) of A is equal to
Proof. Let a G /( 7\) f] t( T2) f) f) *( τ«) and let b£A. Then we may
assume that b £ 7\ and, since a G t(T^)y there exists b1 6 (b) such that b^ £ 7\
and [(0), (&03S 7\. If b, is contained in T2, we have bl£Tl{}T2 and
[(0)>(£i)]S7\n T2 On the other hand, since a is in t(T2\ if b, is not
contained in T2 , then there exists an element b{ € (δj such that b{ £ T2
and [(α), (6J)] £ ^ 2 . We have therefore that [(α), (6Q] ζ^T,(\T2. Thus we
can choose, in either case, an element b2 6 (b) such that b2 <£ 7\ f) T2 and
[(#), (62)]S^ιΠ ^2- Using an exactly similar argument repeatedly, we
obtain an element b
n
£(b) such that b
n
 £ T,[\ T2f| ••• f] «^ and [(«), (&„)]£
T.nT.n-n^ Thus ^e^) and hence t(T,)[\t(T2){\ {\t(TH^t(A).
Conversely, suppose that a is in t(A\ Let b be an element in
T2[\Tz[\" [\Tn but not in 7\. Then b is not contained in A and hence
there exists c£(b) such that c^M and [(«), (c)]£A On one hand, we
have c j £ 7\, for otherwise we should have c£ 7\ Π WS^ Since T
x
 is
a tertiary subgroup, α is in t(T^. Similarly, a is in /(T, ) for 2^/^w.
Thus t(A)<^t(T^[\t(T^)[\-[\t(T^, which completes the proof.
By a similar method as in Proposition 2. 3, we have
Proposition 3. 8. // 7\ and T2 are tertiary subgroups of G such that
then T=Tl[\T2 is also a tertiary subgroup of G such that
If a normal subgroup A in G can be expressed in the form
A= T^T.n-n^,
where each Tt is a tertiary subgroup of G, we shall say that we have
a tertiary decomposition of A, and the individual T{ will be called the
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tertiary components of the decomposition. An irredundant tertiary decom-
position, in which the tertiary radicals of the various tertiary components
are all different, is called a normal decomposition. Each tertiary decom-
position, as is easily seen from Proposition 3. 8, can be refined into one
which is normal.
Finally, we apply Proposition 3. 6 to obtain the following
Theorem 3. 9. // G satisfies the maximal condition for normal sub-
groups, then every normal subgroup in G has a normal tertiary decom-
position.
4. The maximal condition for normal subgroups
We shall collect in this section certain results of normal subgroups
under the assumption that G satisfies the maximal condition for normal
subgroups.
Proposition 4. 1. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Then for any normal subgroup A in G there exist at
most a finite number of minimal prime subgroups belonging to A. Thus
the radical r(A) of A is an intersection of a finite number of minimal
prime subgroups belonging to A.
Proof. If A is a prime subgroup of G, then the assertion is trivial.
We may suppose therefore that A is not a prime subgroup of G. Then
we can choose a£A and b £A such that [(#),(&)]£ A Let us suppose
that A has an infinite number of minimal prime subgroups P, belonging
to A Then since \_A(a\ Λ(&)] = [A A][A (6)] [(*), A] [(a), (6)]£A at
least one of A(ά) and A(b) must be contained in an infinite number of Pt .
Without loss of generality we may suppose that the one which is con-
tained in an infinite number of P, is A(ά). It is easily seen that those
Pi which contain A(ά) are minimal prime subgroups belonging to A(a) and
moreover A(ά)^A. Continuing an exactly similar argument, we obtain
a strictly increasing infinite sequence A^A(a)^ of normal subgroups
in G, which is impossible from our assumption.
Proposition 4. 2. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Let A be a normal subgroup in G and let P
ιy P2, ~,Pn
be the set of all minimal prime subgroups belonging to A. Then there
exist some P f l, P, 2, ,Pίw, l^ί*^«, and some complex commutator
^ /V",Pi
m
] in the components P,
v
 Pi2,~;Pim, such that C[PίV P,2, ,
Proof. We shall prove by "Teilerinduktion" (Cf. B. L. van der
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Waerden [6], §84). If A is a prime subgroup of G, then the assertion
is trivial. We may suppose therefore that A is not a prime subgroup
of G. Then we can choose a£A and b£A such that [(#),(&)]£ A.
From Proposition 4. 1, there exist a finite number of minimal prime sub-
groups P(, P'zy -yP'r belonging to A(ά) and likewise a finite number of
minimal prime subgroups Pf, Pζ9 9P, belonging to A(b). From the
induction hypothesis there exist some P^, Pj2, ,P^M, Ifί/^r, and
some complex commutator C'fP^, Pj 2> ,PjM] which is contained in A(a)
and likewise there exist some P'^ , P"h2,~ ,P"hv, 1^/z^s, and some com-
plex commutator C/f\_Pffhι, P"fl2, ~,Plυ'] which is contained in A(b\ Then
we have
P'jk and P"ht are prime subgroups of G containing A(ά) and A(V) respec-
tively, and hence are those prime subgroups of G which contain A. As
we have remarked in § 1, P'jk and Pffht contain some minimal prime sub-
groups P5k and Pht belonging to A respectively, and hence we have
[C'[PV P,2, ,P,J, C"[PΛl, PΛ2,-,PΛJ]
This completes the proof of the proposition.
From this proposition, we see at once
Corollary 4. 3. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Then there exists a complex commutator C\r{A)\ of
some weight in the single component r(A) which is contained in A.
Now we prove
Lemma 4.4. Every complex commutator C[_A] of weight n, ^2>1, in
the component A contains the (n—l)-th derived group A n~l\
Proof. We use induction on the weight n of the complex commutator.
If w = l, the assertion is trivial. Let us now assume that the lemma has
already been established when the weight of complex commutators is
less than n. Then those of weight n has the expression of the form
CM = [C'[X1> C/X[X1], where C'[A] and C"[A] are complex commu-
tators of weight «! and n2 in the single component A respectively such
that n1-\-n2=n. Let us now suppose, for example, that n^n2. Then
from this assumption and the induction hypothesis that
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This completes the proof.
Combining Lemma 4. 4 with Corollary 4. 3, we obtain
Proposition 4. 5. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Then there exists some integer n such that
As we have remarked in § 1, the Schenkman's radical Rad A of a
normal subgroup A in G is contained in r(A). On the other hand, it
follows from Proposition 4. 5 that Rad A contains r(A). Thus the
Schenkman's radical Rad A coincides with r(A) under the maximal con-
dition for normal subgroups.
Moreover, Schenkman defined a primary subgroup Q of G to be such
that if [A S]£Q then for some n either A™ or B™ is contained in Q.
Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups.
Then it is easily seen from Proposition 4. 5 that if Q is a primary sub-
group in our sense then Q is also a primary subgroup in Schenkman's
sense. However, the converse is not true, even if G satisfies the maximal
condition for normal subgroups, as the example mentioned in the intro-
duction illustrates. In this group, SI5xl is a primary subgroup in
Schenkman's sense, while, on the contrary, that is not a primary sub-
group in our sense.
Now we shall consider a characterization of tertiary subgroups in a
group with the maximal condition for normal subgroups by means of
residual quotients. To do this, we shall apply the notion of essential
residuals of L. Lesieur [2] to our case. We make the following definition.
DEFINITION 4. 6. Let A be a normal subgroup in G. A normal sub-
group R in G is called an essential residual of A, if there exists a normal
subgroup B^A in G with R=A:By and
A^C^B=^A:C = A:B.
Proposition 4. 7. Let A be a normal subgroup in G. Then the
following conditions are equivalent :
(1) R is an essential residual of A,
(2) there exists a normal subgroup B<f,A with R=A:B, and
Cζ£,A=>A:C = A:B,
(3) there exists an element b£A with R=A:(b\ and
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eg A ce(b)=*A:(b) = A:(c).
Proof. (1)=^ (2). Let R=A:B, A^B, be an essential residual of A
Then certainly B c£ A and if C^B and CζgA we have Aζ^ACζ^B.
Hence, by our assumption, we have A : C = A : AC=A :B.
(2) =K3). Suppose that R=A:B, where B(f:A is a normal subgroup
in G such that
Let us consider an element b in B but not in A. Then it follows from
our assumption that A :(b)=A : B, and likewise, if c£A and c€.(b\ we
have A:(c) = A:B.
(3)==^(1). Suppose that R=A:(b\ where b£A is an element such
that
eg A c e ( b ) = φ A : ( b ) = A:(c}.
Then Aζ^A(b) and ,4 : A(b)=A :(b)=R. We now show that A:A(b)=R
is an essential residual of A. Let us consider a normal subgroup C
such that 4£C£Λ(δ). Then C=A{(b){\C} and 4:C=4:4{(i)Γ|C}
= -4: {(δ)ΠQ Moreover, we have (6)Γ)C££A for otherwise we should
have C = A{(b)f}C}C:A A = A. Thus we can obtain an element c in
(6) Π C but not in A and, by our assumption above, we have A : A(b)
= A:(b)=A:(c). It follows from this that A:C=A:{(b)[}C}^A:(b)
= A : A(b)=A : (c}^A : C, which show that A : C=A : A(b) = R. This com-
pletes the proof of the proposition.
In the rest of this section, an essential residual A : (b), which satisfies
the condition (3) of the proposition just proved, will be called for con-
venience of reference an essential residual of A with respect to (b).
Lemma 4. 8. Let Abe a normal subgroup in G. Then every essential
residual of A contains the tertiary radical t(A) of A.
Proof. Suppose that R=A:(b) is an essential residual of A with
respect to (6) and that a G t(A\ Then, since b £ A we can choose an
element c e (b} such that c £ A and [(#), (c)]CIA It follows therefore that
a€A:(c)=A:(b)=R. This completes the proof.
A residual quotient A : B of A by B, in which A^B holds, is called
proper. As is easily seen from Proposition 4. 7 (2), a residual quotient
of Ay which is maximal in the class of proper residual quotients of A is
an essential residual of A.
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We now prove
Proposition 4. 9. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Then a normal subgroup A in G is a tertiary subgroup
of G if and only if A has the only its essential residual.
Proof. Suppose that A is a tertiary subgroup of G and that R=A:(b)
is an essential residual of A with respect to (b). We now show that
R=t(A) holds. Let us suppose that a£R. Then we have [(#), (b)~\ξΞ-A
and, since b £ A, we have a G t(A). It follows from this and Lemma 4. 8
that R=t(A) holds.
Conversely, suppose that a normal subgroup A has the only its
essential residual and that [(#), (b\\ζ!A and b £ A. We now show that
a G t(A). If a £ t(A), then from the definition of tertiary radicals we can
choose an element c £ A such that
Let us consider the class of residual quotients of A, each of which has
the form A:(x) where x is in (c) but not in A. A maximal element
A : (ft0) of this class is, as is easily seen, an essential residual of A. Since
[_(a)> (by]^A and b£A, A\(b) contains a and is proper residual quotient
of A. Hence there exists a maximal one in the class of residual quotients
of A, each of which is proper and contains A : (b) and, by our assumption,
it coincides with A:(b0). Thus we have a€ A:(b}ζlA:(bQ) and, by the
relation (*), we have δ 0 eA This is a contradiction.
Let A= 7\f) T2f] ••• f) Tn be a normal decomposition of A as an inter-
section of tertiary subgroups Tf, l<^i^n. We shall show that the
essential residuals of A are precisely the tertiary radicals t(Ti\ This is a
generalization of the proposition just proved. To show this, we now
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4. 10. Let R=A:(b)be an essential residual of A with respect
to (b) and let A= 7\f] T2f] ••• Π Tn be a normal decomposition of A as an
intersection of tertiary subgroups T, , l<J/sJ/z. Then there exists the only
T, , say T19 such that A[\(V)=T^{\(V). Moreover, we have R=t(T^ and
Proof. Let {T^ T2, ,Tm} be a minimal subset of {7\, T2, ,Tn}
such that
Then m~^l, since b£A, and we have δ£T,, for otherwise we should
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have A[\(b}=T2[\T,[]-[\Tm[\(bl Suppose that a£R=A:(b). Then
[(#)> (£)]S^4£ί7\ and, since Tl is a tertiary subgroup of G, we have
<z G ^TJ, which shows that Rζ^t(T^. We now show that R^t(T^). Since
4Π(δ)£ T2f] ^sΠ ••• n Tm{](b\ we can choose an element c in T2f] T3f] - f]
Γ
m
f] (V) but not in ^4f] (&)• If * is an arbitrary element in /(TJ, then, since
c£T19 there exists an element c'€(c) such that c'£ T, and [(#), (c')]£7\
It follows from this that l(x\(c')~\^T,{\T2{\~ {}Tm{\(b}=A{}(b)^A.
Thus we have x£A:(cf\ and hence, by virtue of Proposition 4.7 (3),
we have x£ A: (b}=R, which shows that ^(TJCIί?. Whence it follows
that R=t(T1\ At the same time, this shows that m = l, since if m^>l
then by a similar method we have R=t(T2\ which contradicts the fact
that the tertiary radicals of the various tertiary components of A are
all different. Moreover, we have T1Π(&)=^nW and T2{\ T3f] — f] T«Π
This completes the proof of this lemma.
As an application of this lemma, we now prove
Proposition 4.11. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups and let
be a normal decomposition of A as an intersection of tertiary subgroups
T, , l<i<n. Then the n tertiary radicals t(T^ t(T2),—,t(TH) exhaust all
essential residuals of A.
Proof. By virtue of the lemma just proved, an essential residual of
A coincides necessarily with some of the t(Tt\ l^i^n.
Conversely, we show that /(TJ, for instance, is an essential residual
of A. Let B= T2[\ T3Π — f] τ» and let R=A : (b) be a maximal element
in the class of residual quotients of A, each of which has the form
A: (x) where x is in B but not in A. As is easily seen, A: (b) is an
essential residual of A. Furthermore, we have A f] (b) = 7\ f| B f| (b)
= T1{](b\ and hence we have, again by Lemma 4.10, R=t(Tl). This
completes the proof of the proposition.
5. The Artin-Rees property
We now make the following definition.
DEFINITION 5.1. G is said to have the Artin-Rees property for normal
subgroups if for any two normal subgroups A and B in G and any non-
negative integer n, there is a non-negative integer h(n) such that
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Especially, we shall call that G has the property (P) for normal sub-
groups, if for any two normal subgroups A and B in G, there is a non-
negative integer h such that A™[\B^\_A, B~].
Proposition 5. 2. // G has the property (P) for normal subgroups,
then every tertiary subgroup of G is always a primary subgroup.
Proof. Let T be a tertiary subgroup of G and let [(α), (#)] Cj T and
af. T. Then we have bet(T\ We shall now show that, with a suitable
non-negative integer h,(b}^ζ^T. Let us consider the residual quotient
T : (b). By the assumption that G has the property (P) for normal sub-
groups, there exists a non-negative integer h such that (6)CΛ)f](T: (#))C
[(6), T :(&)]. If (δ)α)£CT, we can choose an element b, in (b)Ch) but not
in T. Since b is in /(T), there exists b2 in (δj) such that b2£ T and
[(6), (δ2)]£T. Thus 62 is in Γ:(6) and hence £2e(6)α )Π(T: (6))C
[(£), T:(δ)]CT, which is a contradiction. The proposition then follows
from Proposition 1. 3.
Proposition 5. 3. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups and that every normal subgroup in G can be represented
as an intersection of a finite number of primary subgroups of G. Then
G has the Artin Rees property for normal subgroups.
Proof. Let A and B be any two normal subgroups in G and let n
be any non-negative integer. Suppose that
is a primary decomposition of [_A^n\ B~\. If J5CQt. for l<J/<Jra, the
assertion is trivial, since A™[}B=B={_An\ B~\. On the other hand, if,
for at least one i, we have B<3^Qiy then we may assume without loss
of generality that there exists some m' (^m) such that B^Qi for
and
Since [^4CM), B~]ζΞ.Qi for \^i<Lm' and since each ζ?t is a primary sub-
group, there exists, for each i, a non-negative integer $< such that
04W)CV£Q, . If we put 5-max {s19 s29 ,sm'}9 we have 4C"+'>=G4CIT>C
Q, for l^i^m'. Thus we have ^"^Π^S^n^Π - Π^Π^
= [^4cn), 5], which completes the proof of the proposition.
From Propositions 3. 5, 5. 2, and 5. 3, we have the following main
theorem.
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Theorem 5.4. Suppose that G satisfies the maximal condition for
normal subgroups. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) every normal subgroup in G can be represented as an intersection
of a finite number of primary subgroups of G,
(2) G has the Artin-Rees property for normal subgroups,
(3) G has the property (P) for normal subgroups,
(4) every tertiary subgroup of G is a primary subgroup,
(5) every meet-irreducible normal subgroup in G is a primary subgroup.
As is easily seen, the group @5 x @5 in the example mentioned in the
introduction has the Artin-Rees property for normal subgroups.
Finally, we shall close this section with the following proposition
which corresponds to KrulΓs "intersection theorem".
Proposition 5. 5. Suppose that G satisfies both the maximal condition
for normal subgroups and one of the conditions stated in Theorem 5.4.
Let A be a normal subgroup in G and let B=[]
n
^A n\ Then [_A, B~\
= B. If, in particular, A is contained in the radical of G, then [\
n
^A n:>
= E, the unit subgroup in G.
Proof. By the property (P) for normal subgroups, there exists an
integer h such that ^P'fl^SCA B~\. Then B=A^[]B^[_A, B~]<^B,
and hence [A, B~} = B. If A is contained in the radical of G, then there
exists a suitable integer m such that A m^ζ-E. Thus we have B=E.
6. Uniqueness theorem for primary decompositions
Let A be a decomposable subgroup in G, and let A = Q1[}Q2{] ••• f|Qn
be its primary decomposition. If Qt contains the intersection of the
remaining Q$ it may be left out altogether, and hence we obtain an
irredundant primary decomposition of A. An irredundant primary de-
composition, in which the radicals of the various primary components
are all different, is called a normal decomposition. Each primary decom-
position, as is easily seen from Proposition 2. 3, can be refined into one
which is normal. Furthermore, we can prove that the number of primary
components and the radicals of primary components of a normal decom-
position of A depend only on A and not on the particular normal decom-
position considered. This is one of our main theorems and is also a
generalization of a theorem due to Schenkman [5].
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that a normal subgroup A in G has a primary
decomposition and let
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be two normal decompositions of A. Then m = n, and it is possible to
number the components in such a way that r(Qi)=r(Q'ί') for l<^i<^,m = n.
Proof. We use induction on the number m of primary components.
If m = l, then Q,=Q{ f] Q^Γ) — Γ) Qή> and moreover if «>1, then it follows
from Proposition 2.4 that the right side of the equality above is not a
primary subgroup, which is impossible since Q1 is a primary subgroup.
Similarly, w=l implies m = l, and if this is the case, the assertion is
trivial. We may suppose therefore that »C>1, in which case all the
primary subgroups Q19 Q2, ,QW, Qί, Q'2, ~ >Qn are proper subgroups.
Among the radicals r(Q^\ r(Q2),—,r(Qm\ r(Q{\ r(Q£), ,r(Q£) choose one
which is not strictly contained in any of the others. Without loss of
generality we may assume that it is r(Q^ We will now show that r(QJ
must occur among r(Q{\ r(Q2), ~,r(Qή). Otherwise we could form the
residual quotients by Q1 :
Now, for l<^f^wf, Q^r(Qi\ since otherwise r(Q^)ζ^r(Qi} contrary to
the choice of r(QJ. Similarly, for l<j<n, it follows that (^C
By Proposition 2. 8 (2), we have
Qi Q^Q* for !<*<m, Qj : Q, = Q] for l<j<m.
Furthermore, since Ql:Q1=G, it follows that
This contradicts the assumption that the given decomposition is normal.
Let us now assume that m^n. We shall show that m = n and by
a suitable ordering r(Q{) = r(Qt) for I^i^m = n. Let us assume that
these results are valid for normal subgroups which may be represented
by fewer than m primary subgroups. We arrange the Q{ and Q'3 so that
r
(Q^=r(Q(\ p
u
t Q = Ql[\Q[ then, by Proposition 2.3, Q is a primary
subgroup of G such that r(Q} = r(Ql)=r(Q'l). Also,
Qi:Q = Qi for
For the first relation follows from the fact that, since Kd)!tKOΛ Q is not
contained in r(Q{\ while the second follows from QCQ1Φ Consequently
A\Q = Q2[\Q*{\ ••• Π0« An exactly similar argument shows that ^4:Q
= QίnGίn-nθ^ and hence
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and moreover both decompositions are normal. Hence by the induction
hypothesis we have m — l = n — 1, that is, m = n. Furthermore, by a suit-
able ordering we have r(Qi)=r(Q^ for l<^i^m = n. Since r(Q^=r(Q(\
the proof is completed.
7. Uniqueness theorem for tertiary decompositions
Lemma 7.1. Let A=T{\B=T(\Br, where T and Tf are tertiary
subgroups of G with t(T}^t(Tf\ Then A=B{\B'.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that B[\B'ζ^A. Suppose that
a£B{}B', and that, for instance, f(T)£tf(T') Then there exists an
element b in t(T] but not in t(T'\ If a£A> then a£T and therefore
we can choose an element a' £ (a) such that a' £ T and [(ft), (#')] 2 T. It
follows that [(ft), (flOlCTΌ B= Γ'f] #'• But, on one hand, we have a' j£ T',
for otherwise we should have β'e T'[\B'= T[\B^T. Since T is a
tertiary subgroup, b is in f(T'), which is a contradiction.
Theorem 7. 2. L0ί Λ &£ a normal subgroup in G and let
A = T,n τ2n - π τn = no τ^n - n r;
be two normal tertiary decompositions of A. Then n = my and it is possible
to number the components in such a way that t(T^=t(T(} for \^i^n=m.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that t(T^ for example, is equal to
some ί(TJ) If it is not, we have the following relations:
(i)
(2)
(m)
Using the relation (1), we obtain from Lemma 7.1 that
A= T'2(\Tί{\-{\T'm{\T2{\T^ (\Tn.
From the relation (2) and the equality
A= rin-nTinr.n-nr^ ^nr.n-n
we have by the same method
A= rin-nri.nr.n-nr-.
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Continuing an exactly similar argument, we obtain after a finite number
of steps that
which contradicts the fact that 7\ is not superfluous.
8. The isolated components of a normal subgroup
We now make the following definition.
DEFINITION 8.1. Let A be a normal subgroup in G and let M be an
m-system. The isolated component of A determined by M, or more
simply, the M-component of A, denoted by AM, will be defined, if M is
not empty, to be the set of all elements x in G such that \_(x\ (c$\^A
for at least one c£M. On the other hand, if M is empty, we shall
define that AM=A.
Lemma 8. 2. Let A be a normal subgroup in G and let M be an m-
system. Then the M-component of A is a normal subgroup in G which
contains A.
Proof. If M is empty, then the assertion is trivial. We may now
assume that M is not empty. Let x and y be any two elements in AM.
Then from the definition of the M-component of A there exist some c and
d in M such that [(*), (c)~]ζΞ.A and [(j), (d)~\ζ^A respectively. Since M
is an ^-system, there exist c' in (c) and df in (d) such as |V, </'] is in
M. Then
Hence ry is in ^4M Since (x~1)=(x) and (cjwr1)^*) for all c in G, we
see that AM is a normal subgroup in G. Moreover, if a is in A, then
certainly [(<z), (c)]S^ for any c in M, which gives us the relation AζlAM.
Now we shall give a characterization of primary subgroups by means
of isolated components.
Proposition 8. 3. Let Q be a normal subgroup in G. Then Q is a
primary subgroup of G if and only if for any m-system M either QM=Q
or QM=G holds.
Proof. Let us suppose that for any m-system M we have either
QM=Q or QM^G, and that Q is not a primary subgroup of G. Then
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we can choose b£Q and c£r(Q) such that [(δ), (c)]£Q Since c£r(Q\
there exists a prime subgroup P which contains Q and does not contain
c. If we denote the complement C(P) of P in G by M, then M is an
m-system and b is contained in QM, and hence QgΞQM because i is not
contained in Q. From our assumption, it follows that QM is equal to G,
and hence c is contained in QM. Thus there exists at least one d£M
such that [(c), (d)]CIQ Since P is a prime subgroup containing Q,
[(c), (J)]CP, and hence we have either c G P or rfeP, which is im-
possible in any case.
Conversely, let us suppose that Q is a primary subgroup of G. If
M is empty, then the assertion is trivial. Now we may suppose that
there exists a non-empty m-system M such that Qg^QM§^G. Let b be
an element which is contained in QM but not in Q. Then there exists
at least one c£M such that [(δ), (c)]CQ. Since Q is a primary sub-
group, we have c G r(Q\ and it follows from Proposition 1.15 that Mf]Q
is not empty. This shows that GCζ)M, which is a contradiction.
Let A be a normal subgroup in G. If A has a primary decomposition,
then the isolated component of A can be expressed in terms of the
decomposition as follows :
Proposition 8. 4. Let A be a normal subgroup in G and let M be an
m-system. Suppose that A = Q1[] Q2f] ••• Π Qn, where Q{ is a primary sub-
group of G. //, for m + l<^i^n, r(Q{) meet M but not forthen &
Proof. If M is empty, then the assertion is trivial. We may there-
fore assume that M is not empty. Let x be in AM. Then [(#), (c)]CI
A=Ql{]Q2{] •" Π Φ « > where c is a suitable element of M. Consequently,
if l<J/<Ξm we have [(#), (c)]£Q* an(i c£r(Qt\ which shows that # is
in Q,, and hence A,£QιΓ]£2n - Π £w.
Now let jj 6 Q! Π Q2 Π Π Qm For each j > m, we can choose
cj G Qj{}M, since, from Proposition 1. 15, M f| KQ/)=HΦ implies Mf] Qyφφ.
Since M is an m-system, there exist c^+i in (c
m+l] and c're+2 in (cw+2) such
that c£+2 = [>ίι+ι, 4U2] is in Qw l +ιΠθm+ 2n^ Similarly, there exist c*+2
in (<^+2) and ^+3 in (<W3) such that cίi+s = [c*+2, d-fs] is in QT O +ιΠ^-f2Π
Qm+sΠ^ Continuing an exactly similar argument, we obtain after a
finite number of steps an element c'ή which is in QT O+ιΠO«+2Π *
Then
Since c£ is in M, j is in AM, and hence dΠ^Π — ΠQmSAf This
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completes the proof of the proposition.
Let M be an m-system. Combining this proposition with Proposi-
tion 8. 3, we obtain that if Q is a primary subgroup of G, then QM is
G or Q according as r(Q) meets or does not meet M.
From Proposition 8. 4, we see at once
Corollary 8. 5. A decomposable subgroup has at most a finite number
of isolated components.
Suppose that a normal subgroup A in G has a primary decomposi-
tion, and let A = Q1(] Q2f] ••• f| Qn be a normal decomposition of A. Then
as we have proved in Theorem 6, 1, the number of primary components
and the radicals of primary components depend only on A and not on
the particular normal decomposition considered. A subset MQJ, r(Q2), ,
KQm)} of the radicals is called an isolated set of A> if for
each r(Qj) is not contained in any of r(Qf) for l<Li<^m.
For examples, each minimal element of the set MQι
forms on its own an isolated set of A, and the r(Q, ) which do not meet
a given set of elements will also form an isolated set of A.
We now prove
Proposition 8. 6. Suppose that a normal subgroup A in G has a
primary decomposition. Let A=Q
ί
f} Q2f] ••• Π Qn be a normal decomposi-
tion of A, and let r(Qf)= f| k Pik be the expression of r(Qi} as the intersection
of all minimal prime subgroups belonging to Q
z
 . Then the following
conditions are equivalent :
(1) for m + ί^j^n, each r(Qj) is not contained in any of r(Qi] for
(2) for each QJ9 l<^'<Jm, there exists at least one minimal prime
subgroup Piki = Pf such that Pf does not contain Pjk for all j, m + l^Lj^n,
and for all k,
(3) each r(Qi\ ί<^i<ΞLm, does not contain the intersection Q
m+1Π
e^n- no-
Proof. (1)=^(2). Assume that there exists some ί, l<J/'<m, such
that for some j9 m + l<;,j<^n and some kjy PjkJ is contained in Pik for
all k. Then Pik12Pjkj~^r(Qj) for all k. Hence r(Qj) is contained in r(Qg\
which is a contradiction.
(2)==> (3). Assume that there exists some ί, 1^/^m, such that r(Qi)
contains the intersection Q
w+1f] Qm+2Π ••• Π Qn- Then by Corollary 1.4
we can choose some j, m + l<j<^n, such that P?2Q/ As we have
remarked in § 1, Pf contains at least one of minimal prime subgroups
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Pjs belonging to Q j , which is a contradiction.
(3)=^>(1). Assume that for some i, l<^i<^m, and some /, m + l^ΞLj^n,
r(Q;} contains r(Q,). Then r(Q^r(Q^Q^Q
m+1{}Qm+2(} - f] Q,. This
is a contradiction.
We come now to the second uniqueness theorem for normal decom-
positions.
Theorem 8. 7. Suppose that a normal subgroup A in G has a primary
decomposition, and let A = Ql{] Q2{] ••• f] Qn be a normal decomposition of
A. If {r(Qά r(Q2), ,r(Qm)} is an isolated set of A, then Q,[\Q2[\-[\Qm
depends only on r(Q^ r(Q2)j ">r(Qm) and not on the particular normal decom-
position of A.
Proof. Let
be two normal decompositions of A such that r(Qf) = r(QO f°r all
ί, l^i^n. If we denote Q
m+1{]Qm+2(} (}Qn and Qί,+1 R βm+2 Π - Π Oί
by Q and Q' respectively, then, by Proposition 8. 6 (3), Q is not contained
in any of r(Qf ) for 1 <^ / <£ my and hence, it follows from Proposition 2. 8
(2) that Qi\Q = Qi and Q(:Q = Q( for all ί, l<i<m. But on one hand,
since Q/2Θ for m + \^j^n, Qj:Q = G. These relations show that
Q) Thus we have
Qίt] - Π Q^> and similarly ^f] Q2Π - Π Q^2Qί Π OίΠ - Π 0«» which com-
pletes the proof.
Corollary 8. 8. Let r(Q) be a minimal element in the set
)> >KQn)} of the radicals of the primary components of A. Then the
primary component corresponding to r(Q) is the same for all normal de-
compositions of A.
We shall show by means of an example that the corresponding
assertion for a non-minimal element r(Q) is false. Let us consider the
group @5 x @5 mentioned in the introduction. Then 315 x 1 has two normal
decompositions :
and both St5x@5 and Sl5x§I5 have the same radical G which is not a
minimal element in the set of the radicals of the primary components
of 8l
β
xl.
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Finally, from Theorem 8.7, we prove
Proposition 8.9. Let A be a decomposable subgroup with uniquely
determined radicals R
ιy R2, ~,Rn of the primary components of its normal
decomposition. Suppose that for each i, l<^i<n, there exists a normal
decomposition of Ay
such that the radical of Qp is Rj for l<j<n. Then A has a normal
decomposition :
Proof. Let R{I be a minimal element of the set {R19 #2, ••>#*}•
Then R{I forms on its own an isolated set of A, and hence by Theorem 8. 7
(1) Q™ = Q%=...= Q™.
Next, from the set {R19 /?2, ,/?, l_ 1, #, 1+1, ,7?M}, we select Riz which is
minimal in this set. Then the set {1?^ , Ri2} forms also an isolated set
of A, and hence again by Theorem 8.7, we have
c 2 ) Q% n Q% = Q% n Q% = = Q% n Q™
Using an exactly similar argument repeatedly, we obtain that for each
Q% n Q% n - n Q% = Q% n Q% n - n Q?;
Then Qi» Π ί?22) Π Π Q?} - QSil) n e^22) Π n Q/^ is, by the relation (1)
above, equal to Q^ f] Qi? Π G(/83) Π — Π C ,^ and by the relation (2) above
this is equal to Q^ f] Q(43) Π Q(/33) Π Q<*44) Π — Π Qί^ Continuing an exactly
similar argument, we obtain Q^ΠO^Π - Π Qί^Qίί^Π Qίί^Π - Π Oίi^
= ^ 4. It is easily seen from Theorem 6.1 that this decomposition is
normal.
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